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Tirol - Heart of the Alps






Visitors to Tirol will experience a majestic and enchanting mountain landscape sure to touch their soul. Countless outdoor activities and a warm welcome make holidays in this stunning region an unforgettable experience.
“Here, finally, I have found a place of quiet – a place of peace the like of which I could have only wished for,” wrote Johann Wolfgang von Goethe about Tirol in 1829. Today, many visitors still come to this region in the west of Austria to leave behind their worries, to escape the stress of everyday life and to be at one with nature. With more than 500 mountains over 3,000 metres, more than 600 glaciers along the main alpine ridge, and countless lush green meadows and charming wooden huts, Tirol boasts a truly unique landscape.
Discover Tirol
Outdoor enthusiasts are spoilt for choice, both in summer and winter. Hiking and rock climbing are popular activities during the warm summer months, while in winter many people come to Tirol to enjoy alpine skiing, cross-country skiing and tobogganing in the snowy landscape. From the valleys of Ötztal, Paznauntal, Pitztal, Zillertal and Stubaital to East Tirol, Lake Achensee, the regional capital Innsbruck and the legendary ski resort of Kitzbühel, Tirol’s villages, towns and regions are famous for their customs and traditions, museums and galleries. Guesthouses and inns are the perfect place to sample hearty cuisine and relax after a long day out in the fresh air. And when things hot up in summer, there are plenty of mountain lakes to cool off in, let your thoughts wander and simply lose yourself in the moment.

“Here, finally, I have found a place of quiet – a place of peace the like of which I could have only wished for,” wrote Johann Wolfgang von…
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[bookmark: anker-summer]Experience the Mountains of Tirol in Summer

Walking & Hiking
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+Wer Tirol mag, wird diesen Newsletter lieben
Im wöchentlichen Newsletter verraten wir dir die besten Urlaubstipps aus Tirol![bookmark: anker-top-locations][bookmark: anker-accommodation-tips]Where to Visit in Tirol?

Most Visited Places in Summer
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[image: Haus der Musik, Innsbruck, © Günther Egger]CultureFrom traditional celebrations to modern art galleries, from hearty regional dishes to haute cuisine served in award-winning restaurants – Tirol is home to a hugely diverse food, art and cultural…
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Tirol for You - Which Type of Holidaymaker are You?
Adrenaline junkies, water adventurers, nature lovers, outdoor explorers, culture vultures – whatever type of holidaymaker you are, Tirol has lots to offer.Discover the Austrian Tirol from the UK

[image: © Tirol Werbung]Visit Your Tirol, Heart of the AlpsLooking for some inspiration? Then here are eight of the very best hikes and rides from around Tirol.
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Skiing & Snowboarding
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Weather Conditions
[image: ]
What is the weather like?
Here you will find weather reports for all villages, towns and regions in Tirol as well as reliable forecasts for the next five days.

More Information

Getting to Tirol
[image: © Tirol Werbung/Rene Zangerl]With our network of airports, highways and trains, traveling to and from…

More Information
How did you like this article?

InspirationalUsefulI would like to find out moreNot my kind of thingPlease don't send me it again
We are pleased that you found the article useful.Was there anything you found particularly useful?








Send feedbackWant to receive an answer? If so, please get in touch using the contact form.




Go upIs your inbox in need of a holiday?

Then subscribe to our weekly newsletter full of exclusive holiday tips from Tirol!

Subscribe now
I accept the data protection declaration. *








Give feedback for a chance to win a special holiday experience!
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See here for the survey
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